EVERPURE® OXIDICE
ICE MACHINE DISINFECTION
Commercial Foodservice Water Solutions
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ICE IS 100% WATER
Ozone products have been used in the food
industry for decades and can play a critical role
in combating pathogens in water and air.
Approved by the FDA as an antimicrobial
agent, ozone can support your efforts to
improve the safety, quality, and longevity
of your products.
Now, more than ever, is the time to
address this opportunity.
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WHAT IS EVERPURE® OXIDICE

► Compact ozone generator specifically designed
for cube ice machines
► Treats the ice machine’s incoming water supply
► Supports the reduction of growth of bacteria,
molds, yeast and other contaminants
► Works by disinfecting the air, water, and
surfaces within the machine

► Reduces overall maintenance costs
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KEY SELLING POINTS
► Easy installation
► Reduces ice machine maintenance visits
► Reduces monthly maintenance downtime
► Reduces contaminants
BEFORE

AFTER

► Maintain quality ice for customers
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MARKET FOCUS
► Grocery Stores
► Restaurants
► Hospitality
► Bakeries
► School Districts
► Convenience Stores
► Breweries
► Ice Machine Leasing Companies
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CASE STUDY
► Ice machine leasing company cleaned and
serviced ice maker every 2-3 weeks
► Cleaned machine, then installed the Pentair
Everpure Oxidice Disinfection System
RESULTS

► Lower maintenance costs
- Expanded time between service visits
to every 12 weeks

► Lower operational costs
- Reduced ice machine downtime

► Higher-quality ice production
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WE DELIVER WATER
YOU CAN TRUST
Whether it’s moving water, improving water or helping
people enjoy water, at Pentair we won’t stop until the world’s
water is managed the best way possible.
► Our strong and well-respected brands have set the
standard for foodservice water quality for over 85 years.
► Our team of water experts are continuously researching
new technologies and addressing emerging water quality
threats.
► We provide solutions that work when and
where they’re needed and back them up
with dependable technical support from
our network of knowledgeable dealers.
► Add it up, and what you get is a company
100% focused on providing smart,
sustainable water solutions.
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